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Abstract 
 

A principal is the leader of the teaching and administrative system in a school. He 
bears the great responsibility of running a school and achieving school performances.  
 

This study, by means of theoretical inquiry and practical verification, investigates 
the following five topics: how an excellent principal practices his education concepts, 
how an excellent principal creates campus ambiance, how an excellent principal 
develops distinguishing school features, how an excellent principal achieves excellent 
school performances, and what suggestions an excellent principal offers on running a 
school.  We try to find out excellent principals’ leading actions in the practice of 
education concepts, the creation of campus ambiance, the development of school 
features, and the achievement of school performances. We also offer concrete 
opinions and suggestions on running a school to incumbent and newly-appointed 
principals. 
 

The main research method in this study is “profound interview”, and the study 
objects are three junior high school principals who received the Excellent Principal 
Award from the Ministry of Education. Questionnaires filled in by the directors, 
teachers, students, and parents of these three junior high schools are also used to 
collect information about the three excellent principals. We try to understand these 
principals’ courses in running a school. We also try to find out how they practice their 
education concepts, how they create campus ambiance, how they develop 
distinguishing school features, and how they achieve excellent school performances. 
 

My study has conclusions as follows: 
1. The practice of education concepts: An excellent principal insists on his education 

concepts. He creates new values for leadership. He promotes the whole-person 
development of students and the permanent running of the school. He achieves 
excellent school performances. 

2. The creation of campus ambiance: An excellent principal is a role model. He 
encourages and cares for teachers, students, and students’ parents. He 
communicates with rules, reasons, and love. He enthusiastically creates a warm 
and friendly campus. 

3. The development of distinguishing school features: An excellent principal knows 



well about the ecology, the conditions, the cultural resources, and the human 
resources of his school. He attentively develops a high quality school with a 
creative environment and excellent school spirit. 

4. The achievement of school performances: An excellent principal never stops 
learning, and he also encourages his colleagues to keep learning. He keeps his 
education promises and runs his school attentively. He keeps his school changing 
and makes it become better and better. He has great influence over others. 

5. An excellent principle always sticks to his ideals and creates new values. He is 
versatile because of diversity. He turns inferiority to superiority. The distinguishing 
features of his school makes his school a high quality school. His hard work makes 
his school eminent. His example teaching widely influences the school teachers 
and students. His enthusiasm enkindles other people’s enthusiasm. 

 
Here are some suggestions of my study: 

1. The practice of education concepts: Running a school, a principal has to promote 
actions with education concepts.  His education concepts should be concrete, 
precise, and feasible so that he can run a school effectively and achieve excellent 
school performances. 

2. The creation of campus ambiance: A principal should be able to mold the school 
culture and create harmonious campus relationship.  He should be a cheerleader 
and create organic campus ambiance. He should do his best to build a friendly and 
warm campus.  

3. The development of distinguishing school features: A principal should be a role 
model to bring about the creativity and enthusiasm of his colleagues. He should 
improve the teaching environment and create values. He should care for teachers 
and students in all aspects. He should make his school eminent and distinctive, 
fulfilling his ideal education dreams. 

4. The achievement of school performances: A principal should be a full-time 
principal. He should have vision, enthusiasm, a sense of responsibility, and high 
morality to lead the school administrative team to run the school well and to 
achieve excellent school performances.  

 
The purpose of this study is to offer “follower models” for incumbent principals 

and newly-appointed principals. We hope that the models will transfer, change, and 
broaden their influence and help create more excellent principals. In this case, these 
excellent principals will promote excellent school performances, make their schools 
become high quality schools and benefit more students. 
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